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example, installation fees etc.; see Actual Utilities in this 
item. Do not prorate the h/u standard even if the 
heating/cooling expense is shared. 

FAP groups that qualify for the h/u standard do not receive 
any other individual utility standards. Do not require 
verification of the other utility standards if the household is 
already eligible for the h/u standard. BEM 554 (October 1, 
2015) p. 14-15.   

A change to the Heat and utility Standard was made 
effective May 1, 2015; when a change was reported clients 
were no longer automatically allowed the $553 Heat and 
Utility Standard. 

In this case, the Petitioner challenges the Department’s FAP allotment reduction as 
incorrect and that she should receive the Heat and Utility Credit as of October 1, 2105, of 
$   The Petitioner supplied a new electric bill as evidence at the hearing.  The new 
bill covered November 2015, and the bill increased approximately 50 percent from the 
previous month, when compared to a prior bill for October 2015 for $   Exhibit 4 and 
Petitioner’s Exhibit A.  In addition, the Petitioner credibly testified that she has a heating 
expense.  Lastly, the rent receipt previously provided to the Department was for rent only.  
Exhibit 3.  Department policy does not preclude heating expenses for electric heat.   

When an FAP group which has a heating expense or contributes to the heating expense 
separate from rent, they must use the h/u standard.  BEM 554 p. 16.  What this means 
is that a recipient is either eligible for the h/u expense of $  or if a recipient has no 
heating expense, the individual utility allowances for electricity, water and phone apply.  
Therefore, it is determined, based upon the facts presented at the hearing, that the 
Department did not properly calculate the FAP benefits, which were reduced as of 
October 1, 2015; and the FAP budget must be recalculated to include the h/u allowance 
of $    

The Department also was aware of a Home Heating Credit on February 21, 2015, as 
stated in its hearing summary; however, the Department did not provide any evidence 
that it checked the Home Heating Credit to determine if the Petitioner met the 
requirements of BEM 554 to allow the Home Heating Credit to be used to continue the 
h/u heat allowance when calculating the current benefits.   

BEM 554 provides: 

FAP groups who are at redetermination or have their first 
case change and have received a HHC in an amount greater 
than $20 in the certification month or in the immediately 
preceding 12 months prior to the certification month are 
eligible for the h/u standard.  BEM 554, p. 18. 
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The Administrative Law Judge, based on the above Findings of Fact and Conclusions of 
Law, and for the reasons stated on the record, if any, finds that the Department did not 
act in accordance with Department policy when it calculated the Petitioner’s 
October 2015 benefits and failed to include the h/u standard of $    
 

DECISION AND ORDER 
 
Accordingly, the Department’s decision is REVERSED.   
 
THE DEPARTMENT IS ORDERED TO BEGIN DOING THE FOLLOWING, IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH DEPARTMENT POLICY AND CONSISTENT WITH THIS 
HEARING DECISION, WITHIN 10 DAYS OF THE DATE OF MAILING OF THIS 
DECISION AND ORDER: 
 

1. The Department shall recalculate the October 2015 FAP benefits ongoing and 
shall include a home heating allowance of $  when recalculating the 
benefits.   

2. The Department shall issue a FAP supplement to the Petitioner, if any is due 
after recalculating the benefits, for October 1, 2015, FAP benefits ongoing in 
accordance with Department policy.   

  
 
 

 Lynn M. Ferris  
Date Mailed:   1/8/2016 
 
LMF/jaf 

Administrative Law Judge 
for Nick Lyon, Director 
Department of Health and Human Services

NOTICE OF APPEAL:  A party may appeal this Hearing Decision in the circuit court in 
the county in which he/she resides, or the circuit court in Ingham County, within 30 days 
of the receipt date.  A copy of the claim or application for appeal must be filed with the 
Michigan Administrative Hearing System (MAHS).   
 
A party may request a rehearing or reconsideration of this Hearing Decision from MAHS 
within 30 days of the mailing date of this Hearing Decision, or MAHS MAY order a 
rehearing or reconsideration on its own motion.  MAHS MAY grant a party’s Request for 
Rehearing or Reconsideration when one of the following exists: 
 

 Newly discovered evidence that existed at the time of the original hearing that 
could affect the outcome of the original hearing decision; 

 Misapplication of manual policy or law in the hearing decision which led to a 
wrong conclusion; 

 Typographical, mathematical or other obvious error in the hearing decision that 
affects the rights of the client; 






